
East Meets West Productions  Masked Truths 
 

Genre: Psychological, Mystical, Drama  
Format:  HD  
Running Time:  1h 15m  

ABOUT THE FILM 
Can you tell the truth? Matt Howard, a charming, relentless therapist who’s also detached and 
neurotic, is asking himself – and his clients – that very question. He’s tired of his clients coming to 
therapy and lying. How can he get them to feel safe enough to tell the truth? He comes up with a 
new kind of therapy, wherein his clients wear a mask and thus find their inner truth. “Masked Truth” 
explores the power and depth of the human psyche while weaving a spiritual journey, one that allows 
Matt and his clients to look back at their past sexual deviancies, and, in the end, find truth. 
 
ABOUT EAST MEETS WEST PRODUCTIONS 
East Meets West Productions 

Creative filmmaking bringing you thoughtful insight for a better world 

East Meets West Productions is a San Francisco Bay Area company based in Orinda, California that 
produces fiction and non-fiction programming for theatrical, television and digital media.  Our 
mission is to conceptualize, develop, produce and deliver rich film projects that are accessible to a 
wide-range of multicultural audiences while bringing profit and increased community (and market) 
credibility to our clients. 
 
East Meets West delivers a superior quality experience to the production process. We provide 
alternatives to traditional filmmaking based on our belief that a small talented group of filmmakers 
can make exceptional products. Our development and research assistance for securing film financing 
through private investors, foundations, and grants is remarkable.  “Masked Truth” comprises one of 
multiple projects currently in development at East Meets West Productions. 
 

SYNOPSIS 
“Masked Truth” asks one, “Can you tell the truth?” Matt Howard, a 35-year-old therapist, 
asks himself – and his clients – that very question. He’s tired of his clients coming to his 
office for therapy and lying to him. How can he get them to feel safe enough to tell the 
truth? He comes up with a new kind of therapy, moving from his extravagant Honolulu 
office to a new, smaller, simpler office on the North Shore of Oahu, where his clients 
now wear a Hawaiian mask and, by doing so, can feel free to find their inner truth. 
Unbeknownst to Matt, his first three clients just so happen to be his brother, sister-in-law 
and family priest. Little did Matt know that by doing Masked Therapy, he would begin to 
unmask his own truth?  “Masked Truth” explores the power and depth of the human 
psyche while weaving an erotic tangle of sexual deviancy and psychological drama, 
ultimately revealing truth.  

Matt Howard seeks the retrieval of his lost taste for food, as well as his search for a 
truthful existence, free of anxiety and lies. Matt has established his private practice in 
downtown Honolulu, Hawaii. The film opens at Matt’s mother’s funeral, where we first 
meet his soon-to-be girlfriend, Lehua, who was his mother’s private nurse. Matt’s older 
brother, Thomas, his wife, Gaby, and their son, Jesse, Matt’s nephew, also emerge. Each 
becomes entwined in the healing process, uncovering truths that keep him or her moving 
on with life and healing from past and present pain.  By chance, all three become clients 
in his new masked therapy. Neither Matt nor his clients know who hides under each 
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mask. Yet, by wearing the mask, each one finds the anonymity needed to reveal their 
truths. Each client comes to him with a secret past, not knowing Matt is his or her 
psychotherapist. He moves his practice to the North Shore and begins mask therapy. 
Matt’s first patient, his family priest, who flashes back to being molested as a child, 
arrives. He wants help to fight his present need to molest children and asks for Matt’s 
help to stop it from happening again. Matt’s next patient is his sister- in-law, Gaby, who 
talks about her husband’s addiction to pornography and extramarital affairs. Through a 
passionate flashback, Gaby begins her response to the lack of emotional intimacy in their 
marriage which causes her to seek out a handsome, well-built masseuse who ends each 
erotic massage with a happy ending. Matt’s third and last client is his own brother, who, 
through flashbacks, tells of being trapped in an addiction that causes the pain and 
destruction of his family. Through Matt’s discovery that this last client is his brother, he 
finally realizes the truth.  In the end, all come together at the family’s church for Jesse’s 
communion, where, though assorted realizations and flashbacks, Matt finally regains his 
sense of taste and the “masked truths” that control and destroy lives. “Masked Truth” 
asks people to remove their masks, see their true selves and thus heal from their past. 
“Masked Truth” asks the very hard question, “Can you tell the truth?” And if you can, do 
you really want to know it? 

 

AUDIENCE AND DISTRIBUTION STRATEGY 
“Masked Truth” will appeal to a wide film festival and television audience in the United States and 
abroad due to its evocative themes and contemporary stylized influence of film.  
A booming festival market and targeted cable television outlets are ideal showcases for “Masked 
Truth.” 
East Meets West Productions will target some of the following outlets: 
 
Domestic Festival Circuit:   
Sundance Film Festival 
Palm Springs Film Festival 
AFI Los Angeles International Film Festival 
Tribeca Film Festival 
NYILFF, New York International Latino Film Festival 
LALIFF, Los Angeles Latino International Film Festival 
Chicago International Film Festival 
International Latino Film Festival 
Film Arts Foundation Film Festival  
Orinda Film Festival 
Napa Valley Film Festival 
Honolulu International Film Festival 
San Francisco International Film Festival 
Mill Valley Film Festival 
New York International Film Market 
 
International Festival Circuit: 
Cannes International Film Festival, France 
Toronto International Film Festival, Canada 
Internationale Filmfestpiele Berlin, Germany 
San Sebastian International Film Festival, Spain 
Venice Film Festival, Italy 
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Cable Television Distribution Channels:  
Independent Film Channel           
Sundance Channel      
HBO   
Showtime     
Current TV      
LinkTV      
Univision 
Si TV 
Azteca Americ 
 
 

FILMMAKERS 
Julie Rubio – Producer, Director, and Writer 
Julie launched East Meets West Productions with the nationwide distribution and release of 
Yoga Can Balance Your Life. Her second DVD in the series, Yoga for Weight Loss, is in 
postproduction. Julie produced the short film, Soledad Is Gone Forever, in 2005 for Haiku 
Films. Her short film, Impression, had its world premiere at The Orinda Film Festival and 
screened at the Napa Valley and Oakland International Film Festivals. Julie’s short film 
comedy, Del Cielo (Of Heaven), premiered at the 2006 Napa Sonoma Wine Valley Film 
Festival and was an official selection of both the 2006 Los Angeles International Latino Film 
Festival and 2006 San Francisco Bay Area Latino Film Festival. .  
 
Her feature-length screenplay, Six Sex Scenes And A Murder, began production in April, 
2006, with principal photography and was completed in November, 2006. It opened up at the 
Leimer Theater in the spring of 2008 and now has domestic and international distribution. 
Also in the spring of 2008, Julie produced Mateen Kemet’s, short film, Oakland Be Mine, 
that will play at the Oakland International Airport. The film will run on the media wall for 
the next year, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, in order to beautify and heal Oakland. Julie’s 
putting the finishing touches on pre-production for her next featured-length film, Masked 
Truth, a psychological mystery-drama. A theatrical and film producer, writer and director, 
Julie has acted in narrative films and documentaries in Los Angeles, New York and London. 
Julie helps keep her busy life in balance by playing with her lovely family and doing Hatha 
Yoga.  
 
Marty Rosenberg – Cinematographer 
Marty’s mastery behind the camera can be seen in more than 40 internationally acclaimed 
feature films and a host of short films, documentaries and commercials. In a career spanning 
more than 23 years, Marty has worked as visual effects director of cinematography on Six Sex 
Scenes and a Murder, War of The Worlds, Star Wars: Episodes I, II, and  III, Mission 
Impossible, State of the Union, The Pacifier, Van Helsing, Master and Commander: The Far 
Side of the World, Planet of the Apes, Jurassic Park III, Pearl Harbor, and Space Cowboys.  
Marty’s work can be seen on the recent Eric Escobar film, One Weekend A Month, which 
received a 2005 Sundance Honorable Mention for Short Filmmaking.  

Anthony Lucero – Editor 
Anthony is an award-winning filmmaker and editor whose most recent film, I Need My 
Mocha, garnered a Best Short Award at the 2005 Bay Area International Latino Film Festival.  
His editing prowess can be seen in Eric Escobar’s One Weekend a Month, which received 
an Honorable Mention at the 2005 Sundance Film Festival. Anthony launched his 
filmmaking career more than ten years ago working as an Editor and Visual Effects Editor at 
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Industrial Light and Magic and Tippett Studios. He has edited numerous documentaries 
and short films that have won festival awards around the world.  An Oakland, California 
native, Anthony holds a B. A. in Film from San Francisco State University. 

 
Ramona Maramonte – Co-Producer 
 
Ramona has worked in the entertainment industry for more than 25 years as a performing 
artist and in behind the scenes film production.  Her credits include, the Bay Area 
production of SOLEDAD IS GONE FOREVER and appeared in the short DEL CIELO for 
East Meets West Productions, she also helped on the production of OAKLAND B MINE. 
Her most recent work was Co-Producer on SIX SEX SCENES AND A MURDER, also for 
East Meets West Production. Ramona just recently completed a feature screenplay and 
hopes to film in the near future.  MASKED TRUTH will be Ramona's 5th production 
working with director Julie Rubio. She lives in the East Bay with her husband and three 
children.  
 
  

Betty Guerre – Co-Producer 
 
Betty Guerre lives on Oahu and is currently working for the international clothing 
company Da Hui as administrative coordinator, art director, contest director, and staff 
photographer. She is manager and controller of the global headquarters located in Hawaii 
and oversees general office procedures to maintaining open professional relations with 
the global licensees. She has co-directed the world-class surf contest, the Backdoor 
Shootout, an annual surf contest boasting the largest purse of its kind and hosts the most 
talented and elite surfers from around the world. She has helped guide the direction of the 
global image of the brand which is most easily seen in the company website. She has 
photographed and coordinated photo shoots for several catalogue collections. Her 
photographs have been seen in Juice Magazine and Scrap Magazine. 
 
Christine Suzanne –  
 
Has worked in the film and the performing arts for over 17 years.  It is her life's passion.  
Whether working as an Art Director, Assistant Director, Producer or Actress, she 
immerses herself in each of these roles with vigor and strength.  Her recent projects 
include the position of resident Art Director at films on 45 and a dual credit title of Art 
Director and supporting actor role as Grace Shaw in Six Sex Scenes and a Murder.  
 
 
Jody Yvette Wirt – production advisor  
 
Jody is a producer that likes to have her hands in all aspects of filmmaking. Jody has 
successfully produced, directed, assistant directed, operated camera, acted, edited, and 
catered for a variety of film, television, and event productions.  Jody has produced 3 
feature films, over 50 short movies and over 20 television programs. Currently she has 
her own show on EATV Channels 27 & 75 in San Francisco called “Watch This. 
 
Nikolas Zasimczuk – Audio 
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Niko as he is known amongst his colleagues, has been actively engaged in the film 
industry for over 10 years. With his advanced degree in Audio Engineering, 
emphasizing on Post Production, he continued to take his career to the next level  
Making the transition into Production Audio was a natural evolution for Niko.  He is now 
booked year round traveling the world offering his equipment, service, and experience to 
feature films, television programs, and documentaries.  
 
 
 

Jeff Deveraux -  Camera Operator 
 
Jeff is a local camera operator in the SF bay area. While his primary focus is Independent feature 
films, he has also worked on industrials, documentaries, commercials, and student films. 
 
Vicki Wong - 
 
With two decades of film and video production experience and credits including Hellboy 
and The Matrix Revolutions, Vicki has worked in a variety of capacities in the 
entertainment industry. From storyboard and makeup artist to set dresser, grip and 
visual effects post-production management, she relishes the challenge and excitement of 
working in different aspects of helping put together creative vision. Whether it’s 
coordinating digital monsters wreaking havoc, copy editing scripts or working on music 
videos, independent projects or public service spots, Vicki revels in the energy of creative 
surroundings.   
 
 

 
Lucid Dawn – 
 
Lucid is a one woman show.  From her dramatic beginnings in Boston on to NY, LA, and 
SF she has developed the skills to keep the eyes, ears, intelligence and spirits of the 
audience ignited.  Lucid displays great finesse in the arts, specializing in spectacular 
performance from stage & circus to film and TV, fashion design, styling, costuming, 
yoga & expressive movement, song, ritual celebration, theatre, & event production.  She 
has been seen on the big screen, TV & in Cirque du Soleil as well as she has dressed 
celebrities from the Go-Go's to the All American Rejects. 
 
 

Composer – Songwriter, Singer. 
 
Beverly Jane Peatross is a singer-songwriter as well as a classical soprano.  She studied 
opera at Southern Methodist University in Dallas, TX, where she earned her Bachelors of 
Music degree in vocal performance.  She’s been competing and performing in the San 
Francisco Bay Area since 2001 with companies such as Festival Opera, West Bay Opera, 
Pocket Opera, San Jose Lyric Theatre, California Symphony, Fremont Symphony, and 
SF Choral Society, to name a few.  She’s also a member of the acclaimed LOPC 
Chamber Singers, and she occasionally performs the National Anthem for local 
professional sports teams, like the Giants, A’s and Warriors, just for kicks. Singing-
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songwriting is her outlet and passion, and Bev is excited to take it in a new direction with 
Masked Truths, her first film music project. Beverly Jane is currently working on her 
virgin album, titled Duplicity, from which Masked Truths will draw much of its score and 
soundtrack.  Duplicity is being created with the help of fellow musician and songwriter, 
Ross Warner, who is recording and editing the album, as well as co-writing and 
performing on some of the tracks. She resides in the Bay Area with her husband, 
Christopher, and their three, soon to be four, children.  This season she can be seen on the 
stage with Festival Opera in Turandot, singing with the LOPC Chamber Singers, and 
playing with her fabulous guitar group, SHAGG.  She can be reached via email at 
beverlyjanep@yahoo.com. 
 
Eenor – Composer 
 
Eenor is a multi talented musician, producer and performer.  His music 
ranges from radical leaps of electric boogie stomp to a serene lullaby sung at 
waters edge. He currently tours with The Yard Dog Road Show... a neo-
Vaudevillian cartoon ride through America’s past and future. Previously, 
Eenor toured and recorded with The Les Claypool Frog Brigade on guitar, 
vocals, and Turkish banjo. He's enjoyed many musical ventures from touring 
Europe with Plainfield (an infamous S.F. punk band), to studying at the feet 
of the late Indian Sarod master Ali Akbar Khan. His current CD "Monkey to 
Monkey" features a cast of mad musicians from the Bay Area. The sound is 
raw, heavy, island, croonin, and infectious. Having done bits of music for 
commercials,  Eenor is excited to venture further into composing for Film, 
and delighted to contribute music for Masked Truth.  
 
 
 
 
KRISTIN SIFTON-MKUP / HAIR. 
 
Kristin has been in the industry for 15 years and had the pleasure of working in all 
aspects from film to runway. Kristin is currently living in Hawaii and balancing her busy 
life with volleyball, cycling and hanging out with good friends.  
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Cast 
 

Kristin Minter – Gaby � 

Kristin can be seen in feature films and many popular critically acclaimed 
television series. Best known for her recurring role as Randi Fronzak on NBC’s 
ER, Kristin has appeared on Crossing Jordan, Providence, NYPD Blue, as a series 
regular on USA’s Good vs. Evil and in the recurring role of Sheila on The 
Outsiders. Kristin’s numerous feature film appearances include Nicole 
Holofcener’s Friends With Money, The Bread My Sweet, Diamond Men and the hit 
comedy, Home Alone. She can be seen alongside Charlie Hofheimer in the 
upcoming feature film Blur directed by John W. Kim. 

Greg Plitt – Masseur 

Greg is currently on HGTV’s number one show ‘Designed to sell’, 
Bravo’s ‘Work Out’, plays Henderson on ‘Days of our Lives’ and was 
in the ‘ The good Shepard’ Directed by Robert DeNiro. He is 
currently the ‘BOFLEX’ guy and ‘Old Spice’. He was named by the 
nationally syndicated ‘Extra’! Television show as one of American’s 
most eligible bachelors. 

 
 
 
DIRECTOR’S VISION 
 
My vision for “Masked Truth” comes down to simply telling a story about being honest 
and the peace and strength that can come from telling one’s truth. Our film shows the 
power and depth of the human subconscious in an accessible and entertaining way.  
What better storyline than combining a psychological mystery set in the beautiful 
paradise of Hawaii, with the ugly truth and exploration of sexual deviancy and 
molestation? The film explores the mental health that one’s mind and spirit can achieve 
by fighting dragons and unleashing truths. “Masked Truth” asks the very hard question, 
“Can you take off your mask and tell the truth?” 
  

I have found over the years that people find all kinds of convenient ways to justify their 
lies. I have watched lives be destroyed through deception and the inability to face the 
truth. We live in a time that does not always speak the truth, in a world where even our 
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media content is full of lies. We have a plethora of people who have to take drugs to 
numb their pain. Our holiest places have now had the curtains lifted to reveal pain and 
deception. Nothing is sacred anymore – not even our churches.  
 
Our production team is dedicated to making a film that presents a fresh approach to 
exploring deviant sexual behavior, molestation and the psychological destruction that 
affects hundreds of thousands of families. We want viewers to come away with an 
introspection of their own subconscious. We hope to break down the walls that lies can 
build and help viewers begin to heal, with a sense of freedom about exploring their own 
truths. Looking inward, they may question whether they are being honest with 
themselves. They might question their happiness, their marriage and their psyches.  
Ultimately, by removing the masks that have been molded to their faces, they allow 
themselves to speak their truths and/or heal from their pasts. “Masked Truth” asks the 
very hard question, “Can you tell the truth?” And if you can, do you really want to know 
it? 

 


